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ABSTRACT Kinematic parameter identification is an effectivemethod to improve the accuracy of articulated
arm coordinate measuring machines (AACMMs). However, not all the parameters of AACMM can be
identified accurately due to the influence of strong non-linear couplings. In this paper, we study the
coupling relationship and then propose a decoupling method of AACMM parameters, which could retain
the effectiveness of decoupling on parameter identification. The kinematic model of AACMM is established
based on the DH method. The coupling relationship between kinematic parameters is obtained via the
singular value decomposition. Then, the identification and compensation models are established. The least
squares method is used to solve the identification model, and the kinematic parameters of the AACMM are
identified. Simulation and experimental studies are carried out to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
decoupling and identification methods. The results show that after decoupling, the accuracy of identification
of the related coupling kinematic parameters is improved and the computational efficiency of identification
is increased greatly.

INDEX TERMS Parameter identification, kinematics, decoupling, least squares method.

I. INTRODUCTION
Parameter identification has been widely used in many
fields [1]–[3], such as robots and coordinate measuring
machines. Coordinate measuring machines are mainly used
in on-line detection, quality control and reverse engineer-
ing. With the strict requirement for the working environ-
ment and small measuring space, traditional coordinate
measuring machines cannot be adopted in industrial field
measurement. In recent years, some non-orthogonal coordi-
nate measurement systems were developed to overcome the
above mentioned problems of traditional coordinate measur-
ing machines, e.g. laser tracking coordinate measuring sys-
tems, electronic latitude and longitude measurement systems,
multi-vision sensor coordinate measurement systems, laser
scanning systems and Articulated Arm Coordinate Measur-
ing Machines (AACMM), etc.

Among different devices, AACMM is a series structure
measurement system with the advantages of open measure-
ment space, easy for operation and carrying, low environ-
mental requirements and suitability of on-site measurement.
However, as an open linkage type structure like industrial

robots, the measurement accuracy of AACMM is relatively
low due to the accumulation and amplification effect of the
kinematic parameters’ error of the serial joints. Parameter
identification and compensation for improving the accuracy
of AACMM have been a main topic in this field.

In this topic, Benciolini and Vitti [4] developed a
mathematical model and algorithm of identification for
the AACMM based on the operation characteristics.
Acero et al. [5] studied different techniques to acquire data for
verifying the parameter identification method of AACMM.
Cheng et al. [6] proposed a non-redundant kinematic model
and a simple identification method for AACMM by ana-
lyzing the structural parameters of the kinematic model.
Daniel et al. [7] stated that one of the main principles
of metrology was to reproduce the actual measurement
process (the same instrument handling, environment, mea-
surement parameters, etc.) during calibration to obtain the
right information when calibrating the instrument. How-
ever, this principle is currently overlooked in the AACMM
evaluation or calibration procedure. Luo et al. [8] tested
the accuracy of AACMM based on the measured force,
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whilst they did not consider the redundancy between the
parameters for AACMM. For manipulators having a mix
of both rotational and translational degrees of freedom,
i.e., complex degree of freedom manipulators, the condition
number of the Jacobian matrix may not be used due to the
dimensional inconsistencies with its elements. In contrary,
Pond and Carretero [9] further introduced alternative scheme
to obtain a Jacobian matrix which may be used to determine
the dexterity of parallel mechanisms regardless of the number
and type of degrees of freedom of the mechanisms. A new
method has been pioneered by Santolaria and Cajal [10],
which uses a calibrated gauge object to develop a method
for obtaining an inherent laser plane. This method does not
require an additional optimization method after the previous
sensor calibration. To solve the problem of working space,
Piratelli-Filho et al. [11] analyzed the working space with the
Monte Carlo method. To improve the accuracy of AACMM,
Wang et al. [12] proposed a method of measuring pose
optimization based on the clustering, which did not consider
the influence of redundancy on accuracy. To compensate
for the insufficient measurement model, Zheng et al. [13]
constructed a number of DHmeasurement models and solved
the structural parameters via the Levenberg-Marquardt cal-
ibration algorithm. Zheng et al. [14] analyzed the circular
grating eccentricity of AACMM and obtained the model
parameters of the circular grating eccentricity error of 6 joints
via circular grating eccentricity error. Then, the calibration
operation of the measurement model was completed by using
homemade standard components.

In viewing available methods, it is found that the quality of
parameters identification of AACMM depends on the scope
of the effective solution or the promotion capability [15], [16].
However, at present, few studies focus on this problem. In this
paper, the validity of kinematic parameter identification of
AACMM is simulated and experimentally studied. The main
contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows:

1) The coupling relationship of kinematic parameters of
AACMM is analyzed by singular value decomposition,
which shows that not all the parameters of AACMM
can be identified accurately due to the influence of
strong non-linear couplings.

2) A new decoupling method for parameter identification
of AACMM is proposed, which can decrease the com-
putation and increase the accuracy of identification.

3) Parameter identification and compensation model of
AACMM are established, which are then used to
improve the accuracy of AACMM.

II. THE COUPLING RELATIONSHIP OF KINEMATIC
PARAMETERS OF AACMM
A. KINEMATIC MODELING
The essence of kinematic modeling is to study the relation-
ship between the joint variables and the position coordi-
nates of the probe, which is the basis of our research work.
Nenchev [17] proposed a generic model in 1956. The model
is with a 4 × 4 coordinate transformation matrix to describe

the relationship between adjacent links, which derived the
transformation matrix of the ‘‘end effector coordinate sys-
tem" relative to the "base coordinate system". There are many
advantages for DH model. Firstly, it is easy to be understood
and programed. Secondly, it can be used widely in the kine-
matics analysis of the robot, and also for kinematics analysis
of AACMM.

The DH model strictly defines the coordinate sys-
tem between the links. Firstly, a base coordinate system
({x0, y0, z0}) is set based on the AACMM. Then, six coordi-
nate systems are established on the joints 1 to 6 ({xi, yi, zi}).
It is worth noting that the base coordinate system maintains
are fixed and the remaining six coordinate systems follow
the joint movement in the working of AACMM. The basic
principles are given as follows:

1) One determines the z axis of each coordinate system
and the zi axis goes along the axial direction of the joint
i+ 1.

2) One determines the originO of each coordinate system
and selects the originOi on the common normal of zi−1
axis and zi axis.

3) One determines the x axis of the coordinate system;
xi axis goes along the common normal between zi axis
and zi−1 axis and points to the leaving direction of zi−1.

4) One determines the y axis of the coordinate system and
sets yi = xi + zi.

FIGURE 1. The coordinate systems of the AACMM.

According to the above steps, the establishment of a mea-
suring machine coordinate system can be shown in Figure.1.
Then, we can obtain the kinematic parameters of AACMM.
That is, the length of linkages, the length of joints, the twist
angle of linkages and the angle of joints. There are six param-
eters contained in each group. The kinematic parameters of
AACMM are determined as follows:

1) Link length, ai−1 is the distance from zi−1 to zi
along xi−1.
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2) Twist angle, αi−1 is the angle between zi−1 to zi along
xi−1.

3) Offset length, di is the distance from xi−1 to xi along
xi−1.

4) Joint angle, θi is the angle between xi−1 to xi along zi.
Among the four groups of parameters, only θi are vari-

able, and the remaining three groups of parameters are with
fixed values. According to the above definition, the kinematic
parameters of AACMM can be obtained by measurement,
and some related parameters can be shown in Table.1. The
joint rotation angle θi of the AACMM is in the range of:
θ1 ∈ [−180, 180], θ2 ∈ [−180, 180], θ3 ∈ [−180, 180],
θ4 ∈ [−180, 180], θ5 ∈ [−180, 180], θ6 ∈ [−180, 180].

TABLE 1. The nominal kinematic parameters of the AACMM.

The transformation matrix Ti−1,i of the coordinate sys-
tem from {xi−1, yi−1, zi−1} to {xi, yi, zi} can be achieved by
rotation and translation. A coordinate system of the linkage
can be established via the DH method. So one can get the
transformation matrix (1) [18]:

Ti−1,i=Rot(zi−1, θi)Trans(0, 0, di)Trans(ai, 0, 0)Rot(xi, αi)

=


cos θi − sin θi cosαi sin θi sinαi ai cos θi
sin θi cos θi cosαi − cos θi sinαi ai sin θi
0 sinαi cosαi di
0 0 0 1


(1)

The transformation matrix between {x6, y6, z6} and
{x0, y0, z0} can be obtained via pre-multiplying the transfor-
mation matrix between a frame and the previous one, which
is shown in (2).

T0,6 = T0,1 · T1,2 · T2,3 · T3,4 · T4,5 · T5,6 (2)

If the coordinates of the probe sphere center in {x6, y6, z6} is
(0, 0, l), its coordinates in the base frame of {x0, y0, z0} can
be calculated via (3)

P = T0,6 × [0, 0, l, 1]T (3)

B. COUPLING RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARAMETERS
In some cases, the Jacobian matrix J is a singular matrix for
linearly related parameters existed in the model. Therefore,
the solutions of least squares are not the desired values.
To acquire desired values, it is necessary to carry out the
decomposition of singular values for the Jacobian matrix and

find the linear correlation quantity in terms of the parallel
transformation of the orthogonal array after decomposition.
Then the parameters to be identified are determined [19].

[JT · J ]×1X = JT ·1P (4)

Considering H = [JT · J ], one can obtain (5) via singular
value decomposition for H :

H = U ·
[
6 0
0 0

]
· V T (5)

where U and V are orthogonal matrices,
∑
= diag

(σ1, σ2 · · · , σr )(r ≤ 25), r is the rank of the matrixH , that is,
r is the rank of the Jacobian matrix J . One can further know
that the number of linearly related parameters is 25-r in the
25 geometric parameters. We substitute formula (5) into (4)
and can get:

V T
·1X =

[
61 0
0 0

]
· U−1 · J -T ·1P (6)

where V T
= U−1, V is a rotation matrix. In (6), V T

·1X is
equivalent to the rotation of 1X , and the linear correlation
parameters are in the same zero plane. One can acquire
linearly related parameters via an elementary row transfor-
mation for the last 25-r line of V T. The linearly related
parameters can be written as:

1a6 = l1θ6 (7)

1d6 = −l1α6 (8)

According to the above equations, the kinematic param-
eters that need to be identified can be determined, and the
other kinematic parameters can be removed from identifica-
tion model. Then, the column of the corresponding Jacobian
matrix is removed. The equation of coordinate error of the
probe space can be calculated according to (9).

1P = Jr ·1Xr (9)

The equation of kinematic parameter error can be calcu-
lated by (9) as:

1Xr = (JTr · Jr )
−1JTr 1P (10)

where Jr is a matrix of (3×n)×r ,1Xr is a matrix of r×1 and
1P is a matrix of (3× n)× 1. One can obtain the kinematic
parameter error via (10).

III. IDENTIFICATION MODELING
The least square method is a basic method which can deal
with various observational data to measure the mean differ-
ence.

The least square method [20] can be formulated as follows:
there are given data (xi, yi)(i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , n), p(x) ∈ φ,
which can be solved in the function class to make the square
of the error and vi = p(xi) − yi(i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , n). Then,
the least square formulation satisfies:

m∑
i=1

v2i =
m∑
i=1

(yi − f (xi; b))2 =min .
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The least square method is easy to program and understand.
Therefore, it has been widely utilized in kinematic parameter
identification. To solve the equation group 1P = J · 1X in
Matlab software, the solution given in (11) can be used.

1X =
(
JT · J

)−1
· JT ·1P (11)

In this paper, a program is compiled based on the least
square method by using Matlab, which can be used to solve
the kinematic parameter errors for AACMM. The process of
identification algorithm can be displayed as Figure. 2.

FIGURE 2. The flow chart of the identification algorithm.

IV. SIMULATION
A. THE ERROR OF THE AACMM BEFORE CALIBRATION
According to the previous analysis, parameters to be iden-
tified of AACMM with DH model are 25 and the number of

collection points should be no less than 9. In the identification
of simulation, one assumes that error values of di and ai are
0.5mm, the error values of αi and θi are 0.1◦ C, as shown
in Table.2. One acquires 50 groups of data for kinematic
parameter identification, then the angles of joints and coordi-
nate values of the probe are obtained by kinematic modeling
and calculated with the kinematic parameters of Table.2,
respectively. The kinematic parameters in Table.2 and the
probe coordinate values calculated from the kinematic param-
eters of Table.2 are considered as the accurate values.

TABLE 2. The error settings of DH parameters of the AACMM.

B. THE SIMULATION OF IDENTIFICATION
BEFORE DECOUPING
One considers the values are the nominal values in Table.2.
Then we can obtain error values for probe coordinate via
the calculated coordinate value via Table.2 and obtain the
error values for kinematic parameters by solving 150 equa-
tions based on the obtained error values of probe coordinate.
Then one acquires the kinematic parameter error values of
AACMM with DH method to compensate the kinematic
parameters. The kinematic parameters after identification are
shown as Table.3.

TABLE 3. The identification results before decoupling.

One can find from Table.2 and Table.3 that the DH kine-
matic parameters are more accurate except a6, d6, θ6 and α6.

To verify the effectiveness of the identification results,
kinematic parameters given in Table.3 are substituted into
the kinematic model. Then one collects 100 groups refer-
ence values to verify the validity of the identification results
via the calculated errors between the reference values and
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FIGURE 3. The error before identification without decoupling.

TABLE 4. The position error before identification without decoupling in
simulation.

FIGURE 4. The error after identification without decoupling.

coordinates. The errors of probe before identification are
shown in Figure.3 and Table.4. It is found that the maximum
error is 3.244mm in three directions of x, y, z, the maximum
standard deviation is 1.609mm, and the average value of the
maximum absolute value is 1.409mm. The error of the probe
after identification is shown in Figure.4 and Table.5, where
the maximum error is −0.018mm in three directions x, y, z,
themaximum standard deviation is 0.006mm, and the average
value of the maximum absolute value is 0.004mm, respec-
tively. The simulation in case of decoupling is continued to
clarify the influence of redundancy on the identification of
AACMM parameters.

TABLE 5. The position error after identification without decoupling in
simulation.

C. THE SIMULATION OF IDENTIFICATION
AFTER DECOUPLING
1) THE ERROR WITHOUT IDENTIFICATION
OF REDUNDANCY PARAMETERS
From equation (7) and (8), one knows that a6 is linearly
related to θ6, d6, which is linearly related to α6. The rank of
the Jacobian matrix is 23, which indicates that the Jacobian
matrix is not a column full rank matrix and thus all DH kine-
matic parameters cannot be accurately identified. To obtain
accurate results of identification, one removes the θ6 and α6
in the model of identification, and θ6 and α6 are not setting
error values. The corresponding identification results can be
displayed in Table.6.

TABLE 6. The identification results after decoupling without error
settings of θ6 and α6.

One can find that the DH kinematic parameters are more
accurate by comparing Table.2 and Table.6.

The kinematic parameters given in Table.6 are substituted
into the kinematic model. Then one collects 100 groups
reference values to verify the validity of the identification
results via the calculated errors between the reference values
and the coordinates. The position errors before identification
are shown in Figure.5 and Table.7. The maximum error is
3.240mm in three directions x, y, z. The maximum standard
deviation is 1.775mm. The average value of the maximum
absolute value is 1.654mm. The error of the probe after iden-
tification is shown in Figure.6 and Table.8. The maximum
error is −0.024mm in three directions x, y, z, the maximum
standard deviation is 0.006mm, and the average value of the
maximum absolute value is 0.004mm.

We will proceed to the following simulation to further
studying the differences, when the identification parameters
have errors or not.
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FIGURE 5. The position error before identification with decoupling.

TABLE 7. The position error before identification without decoupling in
simulation.

FIGURE 6. The position error after identification with decoupling.

TABLE 8. The position error after identification without decoupling in
simulation.

2) THE ERROR WITH IDENTIFICATION OF
REDUNDANCY PARAMETERS
In the following simulation, θ6 and α6 are removed in the
model of identification. At the same time, θ6 and α6 are set
with errors. The related parameters can be shown in Table.9.

TABLE 9. The identification results after decoupling without error
settings of θ6 and α6.

FIGURE 7. The position error before identification with decoupling.

TABLE 10. The position error before identification with decoupling in
simulation.

Similarly, the kinematic parameters in Table.9 are substi-
tuted into the kinematic model. Then one collects 100 groups
of reference values to verify the validity of the identification
results via the calculated errors between the reference values
and the coordinates. The errors of the probe before identi-
fication are shown in Figure.7 and Table.10. The maximum
error is 3.015mm in three directions x, y, z. The maximum
standard deviation is 1.484mm, the average value of max-
imum absolute value is 1.331mm and the errors of probe
after identification are shown in Figure.8 and Table.11. The
maximum error is −0.020mm in three directions x, y, z. The
maximum standard deviation is 0.007mm.

D. COMPARISION AND ANALYSIS
One can find that the identification results given in
Tables of 6 and 9 are more accurate when comparing
the kinematic parameters given in Tables of 3, 6 and 9.
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FIGURE 8. The position error after identification with decoupling.

TABLE 11. The position error after identification with decoupling in
simulation.

From equation (7) and (8), we know that a6 is linearly related
to θ6 and d6 is linearly related to α6, which indicates that
the results of accurate identification can be obtained via DH
kinematic parameters in the presence of decoupling.

By comparing Tables of 5, 8 and 11, one can find
that the errors are smaller after identification as shown
in Table.8 and Table.11, which also indicates that the position
accuracy of the probe is higher in the presence of decoupling.

V. EXPERIMENTS
A. THE ERROR OF AACMM BEFORE CALIBRATION
In this part, we conduct experiments to valid the previously
introduced methods. In this case, data acquisition software
is used to collect 50 groups of data and reference values
for kinematic parameter identification experiments based on
simulation results given in the Section IV. The experimental
equipment is shown in Figure.9. The test environment tem-
perature is 20± 2◦ C and environment humidity is about 30%.
One collects 50 groups of data for kinematic parameter iden-
tification to study the effect of data on kinematic parameters
identification under this environment conditions. The nomi-
nal kinematic parameters are shown in Table.1.

B. THE IDENTIFICATION BEFORE DECOUPLING
The kinematic parameters in Table.12 are substituted into the
kinematic model. Then one collects 100 groups of reference
values to verify the validity of the identification results via the
calculated errors between the reference values and the coordi-
nates. The errors of the probe before identification are shown

FIGURE 9. The articulated arm coordinate measuring machine used in
experiments.

TABLE 12. The identification results before decoupling.

FIGURE 10. The position error before identification without decoupling.

in Figure.10 and Table.13. The maximum error is 1.037mm
in three directions x, y, z. The maximum standard deviation
is 0.262mm, and the average value of maximum absolute
value is 0.724mm. The errors of probe after identification are
shown in Figure.11 and Table.14. The maximum error x, y, z
is −0.114mm in three directions. The maximum standard
deviation is 0.030mm. The average value of the maximum
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TABLE 13. The position error before identification without decoupling in
test.

FIGURE 11. The position error after identification without decoupling.

TABLE 14. The position error after identification without decoupling in
test.

absolute value is 0.022mm. To clear the effect of redundancy
on AACMM parameter identification, one will continue the
experiment with decoupling.

C. THE IDENTIFICATION AFTER DECOUPLING
From the fourth part, in the case of decoupling, the errors
of identification parameters do not affect the identification
results. Therefore, in the case of decoupling, the identification
experiment only discusses that there is no error for identifi-
cation parameters.

One knows that a6 is linearly related to θ6 and d6 is
linearly related to α6 from part B of Section II. The model
of identification is removed θ6, α6 to obtain accurate results
of identification in the following experiment. 50 groups of
data for identification results can be shown in Table.15.

Similarly, the kinematic parameters given in Table.15 are
substituted into the kinematic model. Then, we collect
100 groups of reference values to verify the validity of the
identification results via the calculated errors between the

TABLE 15. The identification results after decoupling without
identification of θ6 and α6.

FIGURE 12. The position error before identification with decoupling.

TABLE 16. The position error before identification in decoupling test.

reference values and the coordinates. The errors of the probe
before identification are shown in Figure.12 and Table.16.

The maximum error is 1.204mm in three directions x, y, z.
The maximum standard deviation is 0.335mm. The aver-
age value of the maximum absolute value is 0.824mm.
The errors of the probe after identification are shown
in Figure.13, Table.17. The maximum error x, y, z is
−0.103mm in three directions. Themaximum standard devia-
tion is 0.029mm. The average value of the maximum absolute
value is 0.021mm.

D. COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS
One can find from above results that the errors are reduced
after parameter identification before decoupling when
comparing Table.13, Table.14 and Figure.10, Figure.11, and
the errors after identification are also reduced and the
proposed method can greatly decrease the computational
efficiency of identification in the case of decoupling by
comparing Table.16, Table.17 and Figure.12, Figure.13.
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FIGURE 13. The position error after identification with decoupling.

TABLE 17. The position error after identification in decoupling test.

We also find that the errors after parameter identification
are minimized in the presence of decoupling by comparing
Table.14, Table.17 and Figure.11, Figure.13. In this situation,
the maximum error is reduced by about 10%, the standard
deviation is reduced by about 4% and the average of the
absolute values is reduced by about 5%. Therefore, AACMM
parameter identification can remove θ6 and α6 to increase the
accuracy and speed of the identification.

VI. CONCLUSION
The coupling relationship between kinematic parameters of
AACMM influences the identification and calibration per-
formance greatly. This problem is studied through mathe-
matical analysis, simulations and experiments in this paper.
Jacobian matrix and singular value decomposition are used to
determine the coupling relationship of the AACMM param-
eters. Then, a parameter identification model is established
based on the kinematic model and the least squares method.
Simulations were conducted to test the effectiveness of
decoupling. The results showed that the identification model
is effective regardless of decoupling, whist the linearly related
kinematic parameters cannot be identified accurately without
decoupling. After carrying out the decoupling, the accuracy
of identification is improved and the identification calculation
is decreased as well. Experiments with an AACMM were
carried out to test the suggested decoupling and identifica-
tion methods, which also showed that the accuracy of the
AACMM is improved after decoupling.
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